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Unfortunately, the demands on kids, parents, and grandparents have never been higher. Stop
watching your family be pulled in a thousand directions and bring them back together. Archery
is an enjoyable activity that builds confidence and promotes a growth mindset. Your loved ones
are your legacy. You deserve to concentrate on making memories with the people you care
about most. Our aim is to help you hit the mark with an activity the whole family will love.
Archery is active meditation, helping us set aside distractions and focus on breathing. Sports
play a big part in so many families. They teach us patience, focus, and self-discipline.
Completely ready to go out of the box. The bow is easy to draw and easy to adjust. Great way to
spend some time during a national Stay At Home coranavaction! This is the bow high schools in
the area use to compete. She loves it. The range I attend also only says good things about this
bow. I know that Mathews is a well-known brand of hunting bows. They did not skimp on the
quality of this entry-level bow either. My daughter has shot with this bow multiple times around
the house and at practice. Enjoy Archery Together Slow down. Stay connected. Have fun. Build
Your Bow. Sharpen Focus Through a hobby you love. Unite Your Family Around an activity
everyone can enjoy. Make Memories That will last a lifetime. Outfit My Family. Build Strength
Enhance your stamina, posture, and core strength. Reduce Stress Archery is active meditation,
helping us set aside distractions and focus on breathing. Improve Mental Toughness This sport
helps to bolster the confidence we need. Get Started. Doing something together is better. The
good news? Archery is different. How to get started today This is our favorite checklist to share
everything you need to know to get started. We also throw in the 11 Steps to Archery Success,
utilized by millions of archers every year. Social Stay Connected facebook instagram youtube.
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged. Social facebook instagram
youtube. Legendary Support is just a Phone Call Away Built on a base layer of existing sonar
data, Social Map is updated continuously, in near real-time, with sonar data contributed by the
C-MAP Genesis community â€” giving free users the most accurate charts with depths and for
Edge account members bottom composition and other information. To make the best maps,
only non-private trips that meet the high standards of the GIS professionals on our Quality
Control team are included in Social Map. Ever found a hump, ditch or drop-off not on any map?
C-MAP Genesis creates contours you can trust, revealing fish-holding structure other maps
miss. Big fish ambush little fish in submerged vegetation. Genesis Edge maps show the
location, shape and depth of grass flats, deep weedlines, isolated patches and more. Fish love
hard bottoms. They feed on 'em, breed on 'em, follow their edges like roads. Genesis Edge
maps show the location, shape and depth of hard-bottom areas. Upload personally mapped
areas to the Social Map queue. Custom-color depth shading of downloaded charts for certain
chartplotters. Automated creation of custom depth , vegetation , and bottom hardness maps.
Sonar Replay on all uploaded trips. Select from 16 colors to highlight as many as 10 customized
depth ranges on both Social Map charts and private Genesis Edge maps. You can set two
separate custom-color depth palettes for every map and easily highlight the fish-holding areas.
Humps and holes, reefs and shoals, drains and ditches, ledges and breaklines will all be much
more visible when set apart with custom-color depth shading. Those shallow fish get pounded
hard, making them harder to catch. With a Genesis Edge bottom-hardness map you can fish the
bottom as confidently as you do the bank, targeting the most productive places: offshore
structures like ledges, sunken islands, saddles and more. It overlays onto your contour lines a
color-coded representation of the size, shape and location of areas of different bottom
hardness: dark orange areas show the hardest bottom; a lighter orange indicates the
next-hardest bottom; tan is the next-hardest bottom; and pale yellow shows the softest-bottom
areas. See how to create a bottom hardness map layer. In most weather and water conditions,
submerged vegetation is not visible to the naked eye, so you have to go searching for it. See
how to create a vegetation map. C-MAP Genesis not only creates maps with 1-foot contours and
a bottom-hardness layer for your favorite waterbodies, it literally records your dynamic hz sonar
screen, creating, essentially, a video replay of every fish, bait ball, rock, hump or hard spot you
drove over. This gives you a second chance to waypoint fish or structure after the fact, back at
home, if you missed them while on the water. Anyone with an account can download free Social
Map charts to an SD card for use on the water in a compatible chartplotter. Blue water drops
represent locations where sonar data has been voluntarily contributed by C-MAP Genesis
users. Users with an Edge account can also see bottom hardness of the voluntarily contributed
data. Click on the "Composition" icon found in the upper right corner in the Social Map page.
Gray-shaded contours in Social Map represent legacy base-map data. If there IS an existing map
of your favorite waterbody, how accurate is it? Blue-shaded depth gradations on your Genesis
maps will make the structure you discover more apparent at a glance: darker blue indicates
deeper water and lighter blue indicates shallower water. JavaScript Disabled Better Maps. Better
Fishing. C-MAP Genesis empowers you to create high-definition custom fishing maps and

download free Social Map charts of your favorite waterbodies. Get Started. See the Maps.
Accuracy makes all the difference. See How it Works. The world's best community-sourced
maps. View the Social Map. Active Bodies of Water. Earth Hours on the Water. Countries
Contributing. Know where to go. Know what to throw. Social Map now simultaneously
displaying all charts available for download View Post. Compatible Devices. Start catching the
biggest fish of your life. Upload personally mapped areas to the Social Map queue Unlimited
download of Social Map charts Custom-color depth shading of downloaded charts for certain
chartplotters Create and get updates on Favorite Waterbodies See list of recently uploaded
sonar logs in your dashboard Access to Bottom Hardness Social Map Charts Automated
creation of custom depth , vegetation , and bottom hardness maps Personal trip and map lists
archived online Sonar Replay on all uploaded trips Merge multiple trips into a single output and
chart Option to keep private any areas personally mapped Learn more about the features.
Upload personally mapped areas to the Social Map queue Unlimited downloads of Social Map
charts Custom-color depth shading of downloaded charts for certain chartplotters Create and
get updates on Favorite Waterbodies See list of recently uploaded sonar logs in your dashboard
Access to Bottom Hardness Social Map Charts Automated creation of custom depth ,
vegetation , and bottom hardness maps Personal trip and map lists archived online Sonar
Replay on all uploaded trips Merge multiple trips into a single output and chart Option to keep
private any areas personally mapped Learn more about the features. Custom-Color Depth
Shading. Submerged Vegetation Map Edge. Sonar Screen Replay Edge. Social Map. See Social
Map. Custom Contour Maps. Meet the first-ever SUV from Genesis, pushing the limits of style
and performance with a full suite of intuitive technology, all-road capability, luxurious comfort
for all passengers, and a design that stops you in your tracks. Limited availability. Every inch of
the GV80 is crafted to evoke a feeling of limitless possibility. The exterior exudes athletic
elegance while delivering a punctuating presence. The G-Matrix design pattern inspired by
illuminated diamonds can be spotted throughout. When every detail is intelligently designed
with purpose, the results are breathtaking. On this episode of Escapes with Dwell, take a tour of
the Palms house with its owner and architect, and see how its design reflects the Genesis GV
Two unique journeys, one incredible SUV. Ready to see the Genesis GV80 take on some epic
sand dunes? In this MotorTrend episode, race car driver Rhys Millen puts the GV80's
capabilities to the test, while photographer Lisa Linke captures the stunning views. Breaking
through the noise, both on stage and off. See how being unapologetically Asian continues to
drive his inspirations and make him the influential performer he is today. We asked 8
rule-breaking, up-and-coming artists: what does it mean to be Boundless by Design? Our GV80
Artist Series is the answer. Explore the gallery and let your imagination wander. The full LED
quad headlights shine like diamonds as two bands of light continue around the sides of the
vehicle to create a wrap-around effect, visually extending to the tail lamps. They help maximize
the connection between your hands on the wheel and the road. The GV80 is 16 feet of pure
athletic elegance. The first-ever Genesis SUV is designed with a low profile, a wide dominant
stance, and offers an abundant The sculpted front bumper and high-set grille evoke an overall
sense of strength. The cabin is designed with two complementary tones or all black, and a
center console adorned with available genuine wood trim in Olive Ash or Metallic Pore Filler
Ash. In this available feature, each seating surface is adorned with full-grain soft Nappa leather,
quilted with our signature G-Matrix pattern stitching. An interior so luxurious, you have to feel it
to believe it. Give your second row first-class ratings with power seat recline, slide, cushion tilt,
and folding functions available. You can even use your infotainment screen to fold the second
row. Experience a 3D picture without ever putting on 3D glasses. The LCD display provides a
crystal-clear image of gauges along with the location of surrounding cars. Step out of the driver
seat and let your GV80 park for youâ€”literally. This next-generation infotainment screen puts a
world of simple-to-use controls within easy reach, activated by voice recognition, or even with
your handwriting. The wide-view angle touchscreen features a floating design for outstanding
visibility. The GV80 rapidly meets and maintains the ideal temperature, reaching every
passenger with available 3-zone climate controlâ€”not to mention ventilated and heated seats
available in the front and rear. Combining watts of amplified power with 21 strategically placed
speakers and subwoofers in 17 locations throughout the cabin, the GV80 creates an immersive
listening experience perfectly tuned for every passenger. A vehicle is only as good as its ability
to protect you, and the GV80 excels with an impressive advanced safety suite. Not only do these
features cover the full spectrum of potential hazards, they also come standard. The system then
alerts you of a potential collision and automatically brakes when needed. It can be difficult to
see everything surrounding your vehicle while in reverse. And, if necessary, automatically
applies the brakes to help prevent a collision. The GV80 is equipped with high-performance
capabilities that make for fun, powerful and truly dynamic driving on or off road. Experience the

thrill of the available 3. Either way, the GV80 confidently delivers balanced and powerful
performance for sheer driving pleasure. Handle all types of terrain with available All Wheel Drive
and available electronic limited-slip differential, which optimally distributes drive power
between left and right rear wheels according to driving environment and level of grip. The
system helps ensure stable on-road traction and excellent off-road performance. Enjoy the road
without the roar. It produces an opposing sound wave to counter the specific noise. Each seat
receives a different signal tailored to its unique acoustics, so every passenger benefits equally
with a tranquil experience. Adjust your transmission mapping, throttle responsiveness,
suspension and more to match your preference and driving conditions. Wheel locks provide
ultimate protection to your vehicle. By keeping your wheels locked in place, it becomes more
difficult for would-be-thieves to steal your GV80 or its wheels. The GV80 Bumper Applique helps
keep your vehicle looking new by protecting it from scratches and scuffs during loading and
unloading. The cargo tray protects your cargo area from damages that can occur from normal
wear and tear and accidental spills. True luxury is about the complete experience. Designed
around real needs and wants, respecting how you actually live. This is the Genesis Experience,
our thoughtfully crafted suite of owner benefits. You may never set foot in our service center.
Plus, complimentary oil changes every normally scheduled maintenance appointment. The most
essential luxury of all is peace of mind. Also excluded are services for snow tires, repairs to
studs, mounting or demounting of snow chains, any fines, fees, or taxes associated with
impound towing as a result of any actual or alleged violation of any law or regulation.
Off-roading is not covered. To receive service the vehicle must be on a publicly maintained
road. Genesis makes no guarantee or warranty regarding the services provided by AAA and is
not liable for the actions of their employees or subcontractors. Also included is reimbursement
for certain overnight inconvenience. The easiest and newest way to shop for a vehicle, Genesis
Concierge is a Genesis Cares program offering complimentary personal shopping services.
Whatever you need. On your terms. Equipped with an exciting array of intuitive technology and
safety components, the fully redesigned G80 offers a dramatically enhanced driving experience.
Enter your ZIP code to locate Genesis vehicle offers at your nearest retailer. Our sites use
cookies and tags to provide a personalized site experience. By using our sites, you agree to our
use of cookies and tags, as well as to our Privacy Policy and Terms and Conditions. For more
information or to manage cookie preferences, read our Privacy Policy or click Manage
Preferences. Do not use this item for any installation or repair of potable water applications.
This product does not comply with the "Safe Drinking Water Act," which requires that products
meet low-lead standards in order to be used in systems providing water for human
consumption drinking or cooking. This item is for non-potable non-human consumption water
applications only. This product does not comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act, which
requires that products used in any system providing water for human consumption drinking or
cooking to meet low-lead standards. Please check the box below to confirm you are aware that
this item is for non-potable water applications only. This product will NOT be used in the
installation or repair of a potable water human consumption application. When you order this
item, we then special order it for you from the manufacturer. Therefore, our standard return
policy does not apply to this item. Manufacturer's warranty still applies. I understand that once I
order this item I cannot cancel or return it. Failure to comply with this could result in substantial
property damage, severe personal injury or death. Please enter the email address associated
with your account and we will send you a link to reset your password. Your password reset link
is on its way. If you have problems accessing your account, please contact us at and we'l
2007 hyundai santa fe serpentine belt diagram
volvo xc90 rear bumper removal
2006 honda civic for sale by owner
l help you out. If you think this is a mistake, please contact Customer Service at or email us. We
try to always offer you the lowest prices possible, but some manufacturers require that we only
show these low prices once you take further action. To see the price, simply add the item to
your cart or sign in. At this time, we do not carry this unit. We list it on our site because we do
sell replacement parts for this unit. Please contact us with any questions: We are away right
now. Feel free to send us a message and we will follow up ASAP. Email Us. Length Feet 50' 1 ' 1
' 35 ' 25 ' 20 ' 1. Review Score. Apply Filters. Honeywell Genesis Cable Wire. View our resources.
Add item to cart for lowest price. You must agree to this statement in order to purchase this
product. Cancel Continue. Call Call or. Submit Please enter a valid email address. I'm sorry,
your email address was not found in our system. Call Text Chat. Select 2 to 3 items to compare.
Compare up to 1 more item. Turbo Track.

